THE BARREL: 5 minutes
Curriculum for Excellence Level: suitable for second or third level learners
More than anything else, 13-year-old Luis wants a used oil barrel, so he can make a boat and
enter a race. He lives on a floating village in the middle of the Maracaibo Lake, one of the main
oil reserves in Venezuela, where every day 832 000 barrels of oil are extracted.

Subtitle Support – We recommend you play the film at least twice. The first time you should
ensure the volume is up so the children can hear the Spanish language as well as the laughter,
background sounds and music. The second time you may wish to turn the volume down and pausing to
chunk into small sections, reading the English subtitles to the class, or sit learners in pairs or groups
where they can support each other to understand what Luis is saying.

Opportunities for Interdisciplinary
Learning:

Global Citizenship Teaching and
Learning Themes:

HWB 2-06a/ 3-06a
Mental and Emotional Wellbeing

Y Resilience

SOC 2-08a+b/ 3-08a/ 3-11a
3-16a/ 3-19a
People, place and environment

 Children’s Rights
ü Oil and Consumption

MNU 2-03a/ 3-03a
Number, money and measure
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Global Goal:

UNCRC Article/s:
Click here to find out
about the Global
Goals for Sustainable
Development.

- Article 22 Every child has the right to an
Education
- Article 31 Every child has the right to Play
Click here to find out more about the UN
Convention

BEFORE THE FILM:
Baseline assessment:
Y

Ask pupils to place themselves anywhere along a physical line in the classroom with ‘Strongly
Agree’ at one side, and ‘Strongly Disagree’ at the other, in response to the statement: family and
friends are more important than money.



Ask pupils to place themselves anywhere along a physical line in the classroom with ‘Strongly
Agree’ at one side, and ‘Strongly Disagree’ at the other, in response to the statement: education is
more important than play.

ü

What is a barrel? Pupils draw their idea of a barrel and write what they think it is for. Ensure you
let them explore their own ideas without influencing them in any way.
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General activities:
•

Has anyone heard of Venezuela? Where do you think it is? What do you think it is like? Bigger or
smaller than Scotland (in terms of both land mass and population)? Near the sea/landlocked?

•

Locate Venezuela on world map. Discuss main geographical features.

•

Give pupils a blank map of Venezuela and ask them to draw in pairs what they think they would
see if they were to visit.

AFTER THE FILM
General Activities
•

Think, Pair Share one thing you liked about the film and one question you’d like to ask Luis if you
could meet him – share with class.

•

Pupils use the drama-based hot-seating technique to place themselves in the role of Luis and
answer the questions of the class

•

Compare the setting of the film with photographs of Caracas and rural mountainous Venezuela –
introduce the vocabulary of inequality and poverty. How does this compare with Scotland?

•

If the average monthly income for families on the lake is 150 USD, how much might be the daily
income (in pounds and pence)? Calculate how many US dollars will be made from oil extraction
each day from Lake Maracaibo. Convert this to pounds. Can we express the daily family income
compared with the daily oil income as a fraction or percentage? How does this make you feel?

Theme-based activities
Y

What does resilience mean? In what ways were Luis and his friends in the film ‘resilient’? Ask
pupils if they can think of examples when they (or someone they know) has been resilient, or a
character in a book or film? What did they do to ‘bounce back’ from the challenging situation?
These could be recorded on flipchart paper around a drawing of a ball as a symbol of bouncing
back from adversity.

Y

Take the Learning Further with the Bounce Back classroom resilience programme



What does the Right to an Education mean? Why did Luis decide not to go to school? How does
that make us feel? Jealous? Sad? Why is school important for children? Give each table/group
of pupils 9 post-its each and ask them brain-storm their ideas for this and write one on each postit. They then move tables and do a diamond 9 ranking exercise with the 9 ideas that their friends
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have created. Share these as a whole class and discuss why education is a Right for all children,
everywhere. What could be done to help Luis given that Venezuela has signed the UN
Convention?
You could repeat the activity with children creating diamond 9s with their ideas about why it is
important for children to play. Feel free to add in your own ideas to their brainstorms! Repeat
baseline activity – have any children changed their locations along the agree/disagree line? Record
attitudinal change using ‘I used to think, but now I think’ scaffold.


Take the Learning Further with the learning activities within the Send My Friend to school
campaign

ü

Why are Luis and his friends playing with barrels? Why is oil consumption leaving local
communities so poor? Use this as the starting point for exploring the reasons why oil consumption
has grown so rapidly. Map using a why-why-why chain. Older learners can explore the violent
history of exploitation for oil with this short animation.

ü

Take the Learning Further with the ‘Power Politics’ teaching resource, which you can borrow
from your local DEC.

FOLLOW UP ASSESMENT
Y+ Revisit the agree/disagree - have any children changed their locations along the line? Record
attitudinal change using ‘I used to think, but now I think’ scaffold.
ü

Revisit the drawings/descriptions of what a barrel is and what it is used for? What do pupils want
to add on since they’ve learned more?
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